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 In order to better understand the impetus for my thesis work, it is helpful to have 
some knowledge of my cultural experiences and position in the world. Soon after 
immigrating to the US from the Dominican Republic, my parents welcomed me as their first 
American born child. My childhood home in the north end of Manhattan, Washington 
Heights, is NYC’s Dominican enclave, which in the 1980s, before the recent gentrification, 
was a very ‘urban’ working class immigrant neighborhood of black and brown people. At the 
age of 11, I left the Heights to attend predominantly affluent white private boarding schools 
and college in New England from 1992 to 2003. At the end of 2003, I moved to Beijing and 
had already lived in Beijing for 15 years before beginning my graduate studies at Hunter. The 
lingua franca of my childhood, both at home and community at large, was Spanish. In New 
England, English was the primary language, however, at school I began my study of 
Mandarin. I am fluent in Mandarin and have worked as both a translator and interpreter for 
Mandarin to English. Moreover, Mandarin is the language I speak with my Beijing-native 
wife, Chinese family and friends. Throughout my graduate studies I have routinely returned 
to Beijing, which I consider my home and while in New York I stay with my parents, with 
whom I speak in Spanish. Inner city New York, New England private institutions, and 
bustling Beijing are three radically distinct environments whether physically, culturally, 
linguistically, economically speaking. On a daily basis, I speak Spanish with my relatives, 
English at school, and Mandarin with my wife. In short, mediating constantly shifting racial, 
socio-economic and cultural atmospheres is my modus vivendi. As my art is directly 
informed by experience, my practice thrives in a tri-cultural delta.  
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II. The Plasticity of Language and Thought  
 The relationship of language and thoughts has been analyzed, debated and theorized 
about for hundreds of years. The two extremes of this debate believe that there can be no 
thought without language and the other that thought is independent of language. Extremes are 
rarely correct and, often, reality is more nuanced, entangled and complex than what was first 
theorized. As an artist, I strive to reach a meditative “thought-less / word-less” mental state 
during the creative process. Perhaps it is a state of flow or perhaps it is the condition that 
Philip Guston described when he said when you are really painting YOU walk out. I do 
believe that there is thought without language. I have experienced it and nurture the 
condition. Moreover, there is empirical evidence to support both forms of cognition. A 2009 
study conducted by the National Academy of Sciences in which researchers recorded and 
measured regional brain activity in humans responding to linguistic and logical arguments, 
found that when solving logic problems regions of the brain that process natural language 
were not triggered. They also speculated that a “language of thought” may underly human 
cognition and may “also arise in the minds of aphasic individuals and even in the other 
species and may not resemble the expressions found in natural language.”  Perhaps cognition 1
regarding color, line, form and visual juxtaposition are another manner of logic as well. Who 
knows when the empirical evidence will be collected. Regardless, there are enough apes and 
rodents in the world solving puzzles and getting through mazes that we should accept that 
both extra-lingual and lingual cognition exist. 
 However, as communicative communal humans, we reinforce our affinity to lingual 
cognition. More often than not our heads are filled with constant chatter of thoughts in 
 Monti, Martin M., Lawrence M. Parsons, Daniel N. Osherson, and Michael I. Posner. "The Boundaries of 1
Language and Thought in Deductive Inference." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United 
States of America 106, no. 30 (2009): 12554-2559. Accessed April 19, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/40484174.
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procession. Thoughts which are “materialized” in natural languages. Therefore thoughts, our 
thoughts, are also limited by the parameters of a language. Just as the physical properties of 
wood, metal and glass influence how structures are built, would not differing languages and 
the cultural schema language propagates influence tendencies in our thinking? I have 
thoughts in multiple languages. This has made me aware of the specificity of language and 
how certain languages can lead us to certain thoughts. For example, puns and homonyms are 
more prevalent in Mandarin, a language with 420 syllables, than in English, a language with 
1200 syllables , conjugating verbs in English supports a linear concept of time, while in 2
Mandarin, a language in which verbs are not conjugated, refers to time more like a location. 
 I am certainly not proposing that language determines one’s ideology. Surely, there 
are enough examples of people who share the same native tongue with drastically different 
beliefs. However, even those who fervently argue against language determining ideology 
have conceded that “language constrains and in important ways impacts itself on an 
individual’s network of propositional attitudes. And there seems little doubt that this … is 
true.”  The fact is for any language to function, the users of the language must reach 3
consensus on the structure of sentences, the meaning of words and some general conditions 
about the world. In Made With Words, Philip Pettit summarizes Thomas Hobbes: 
Language operates with common meanings. These are available because of the 
similarity of constitution among human beings, particularly their similarity in 
classificatory dispositions, and they are established by the implicit agreement of 
speakers among themselves.  4
 CHU, YU-KUANG. "INTERPLAY BETWEEN LANGUAGE AND THOUGHT IN CHINESE." ETC: A 2
Review of General Semantics 22, no. 3 (1965): 307-29. Accessed April 19, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/
42574135.
 MILLER, SEUMAS. "IDEOLOGY, LANGUAGE AND THOUGHT." Theoria: A Journal of Social and 3
Political Theory, no. 74 (1989): 97-105. Accessed April 19, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/41803803.
 Pettit, Philip. "Summary." In Made with Words: Hobbes on Language, Mind, and Politics, 141-54. 4
PRINCETON; OXFORD: Princeton University Press, 2008. Accessed April 19, 2020. doi:10.2307/
j.ctt7rp73.12.
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 Hence, within a language there is general consensus about the meaning of words and 
sentences. Now I ask, is an idea equivalent across languages? For example, “The little bird is 
very green.” “El parajito es muy verde.” “小鸟好绿。” Supposedly equivalent translations in 
English, Spanish and Chinese, have very distinct potential signification within their 
respective languages.  The little bird is very green, could mean that a young woman is 
inexperienced. “El parajito es muy verde” could mean that “The little queer (derogatory) is 
not ripe.” 小鸟好绿 could mean “The penis is green.” Yet, they all also mean the little bird is 
green. So, while there is overlap in meaning the sentences are not equivalent. The in-
equivalence of translation is a well-documented reality among linguists. Roman Jakobson 
states “…on the level of interlingual translation, there is ordinarily no full equivalence 
between code-units [e.g. words], while messages may serve as adequate interpretations of 
alien code-units or messages. The English word ‘cheese’ cannot be completely identified with 
its standard Russian heteronym ‘сыр,’ because cottage cheese is a cheese but not a сыр.”   5
(left) Sparrow detail from Groovy Dude, 2020, (right) Sparrow detail from Pangea Proxima, 
2019 
 Jakobson, Roman. "‘ON LINGUISTIC ASPECTS OF TRANSLATION’." In Transatlantic Literary Studies: A 5
Reader, edited by Manning Susan and Taylor Andrew, 182-83. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2007. 
Accessed April 19, 2020. doi:10.3366/j.ctvxcrwt2.33.
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 Interlingual translation, at best, finds adequate yet inequivalent signifiers between 
natural languages. Therefore, the “same” thought in different languages are not equivalent. 
Now an image of a sparrow, for example, is a signifier that people of many different countries 
can understand. The image can access signification in multiple natural languages without 
undergoing further change or translation. And in the mind of a trilingual thinker, it has the 
potential of transcending the constraints of a single language to include the nuanced 
significations of multiple languages; simultaneously the little bird could potentially point to a 
young girl, a queer male, a penis and the most common bird in the world as well as the 
multitude of stories and attitudes those cultures hold towards it. Further still, in my mind, the 
little bird has aggregated a more abstract signification pointing to the plasticity of 
signification itself. As Pettit puts it, 
How does language make it possible for human beings to think in a general, 
classificatory way? The learning of common names, itself a process that materializes 
on the basis of subliminal sensitivity to similarities and differences between things, 
enables people to think of a single object under different names, each associated with 
a different conception, and to think of different objects under the same name and the 
same conception. It enables them to focus not on this or that particular triangle, for 
example, but on triangles as such, and develop a body of knowledge about them.  6
 Fluency in Chinese, English and Spanish has complicated and expanded how I 
process and generate visual objects as an image/object is an extra-lingual signifier that 
simultaneously triggers three inequivalent culturally specific significations. Further, in the 
procession of thought, my heighten awareness of the in-equivalence of language, brings 
attention to the plasticity of languages and in so the possibility of ‘manipulating/sculpting’ 
languages. Visual juxtapositions are not only aesthetically informed, but linguistically 
 Pettit, Philip. "Summary." In Made with Words: Hobbes on Language, Mind, and Politics, 141-54. 6
PRINCETON; OXFORD: Princeton University Press, 2008. Accessed April 19, 2020. doi:10.2307/
j.ctt7rp73.12.
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informed as well. In short, whether voiced or not, “language play” is at the heart of my 
practice.  
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III. Formation of Self: Socialization and Mouths 
Authors Jeylan Mortimer and Roberta Simmons define socialization as follows:  
Socialization, at any age, is a twofold process that must be viewed from the vantage 
of the group as well as the individual. For the group, socialization is a mechanism 
through which new members learn the values, norms knowledge, beliefs, and the 
interpersonal and other skills that facilitate role performance and further group goals. 
From the perspective of the individual, socialization is a process of learning to 
participate in social life. Any structure of social interaction requires minimally stable 
and predictable behaviors on the part of all participants that must be learned initially 
or developed over time. The process does not include changes in personality and 
behavior that may occur in response to biological change and decline or to personal 
idiosyncratic experiences, but only to the learning that is relevant to social behavior 
and/or role enactment.  7
Socialization is the process in which someone internalizes the ideologies and values 
of a community or society. This ongoing process begins at birth and is repeated throughout 
life. It is ubiquitous among all people and is also a major factor in maintaining social 
continuity. It is not only essential to how we function in the world, but also fundamental to 
how we make sense of our worlds. A force generated by one’s environment and the people 
around them, socialization directly and indirectly teaches us morals and appropriate social 
behavior. It tells us what masculine and feminine are and shows us how to be boys and girls. 
It not only influences how we construct ourselves, but how we perceive others. Socialization 
teaches us aesthetics, like which skin color is more beautiful, e.g. tanning, skin whitening, 
colorism and much, much more. In many ways, socialization is the water that the fish does 
not see. Aware or not, you and I were/are socialized into who we are. And as cultures are 
distinct, so too would we be if socialized in another culture or community. Now, how are we 
socialized? What are the mediums and avenues of socialization? Bambi Schieffelin and 
Elinor Ochs write that: 
 Mortimer, Jeylan T., and Roberta G. Simmons. "Adult Socialization." Annual Review of Sociology 4 (1978): 7
pp. 422. Accessed April 24, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/2945977.
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With respect to the role of language as a socializing tool, it is important to note that 
the organization of language use is a powerful socializing force. To quote Corasaro: 
“Language and discourse become the most critical tool for the child’s construction of 
the social world, because it is through language that social action is generated.”  8
 Language is crucial for socialization no matter the culture or community. Though not 
determinant of ideology, language certainly is the most prevalent medium for socialization. 
Therefore, the identity-forming push and pull between self and ones communities for humans 
is manifested through verbal exchange and conversations. In other words, we are sculpted by 
speech. Now, which conversations are the most impactful? We may quickly think about our 
parents, teachers or close friends. Ochs argues that: 
We tend to think of socializing interactions as repeated and enduring encounters 
dedicated to the mastery of some community-defined domain. Yet socializing 
interactions may be fleeting as well — as when one interlocutor momentarily asks 
another for directions or points out some hitherto unnoticed phenomenon.  9
The Wall #2, oil on canvas, 90 x 120 cm, 2019  
 Schieffelin, Bambi B., and Elinor Ochs. "Language Socialization." Annual Review of Anthropology 15 8
(1986): pp. 167. Accessed April 24, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/2155759.
 Ochs, Elinor. "Socialization." Journal of Linguistic Anthropology 9, no. 1/2 (1999): pp. 230-231. Accessed 9
April 24, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/43102474.
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It is not just mom and dad and other major figures in ones lives that form us, but those 
periphery conversations with the mailman or gas station clerk as well. Upon realizing this, I 
began to conceive of socialization as a ubiquitous system of conversations between all kinds 
of people. After further reduction, I arrived at disembodied mouths—Mouths through which 
all of this formative exchange occurs; Mouths of unique individuals. I began creating a 
network of intertwining mouths. Later in the play of this network, I stumbled on the 
suggestion of a face every time three mouths met. In a grid this resulted in the mouth of the 
face above, being an eye of the face below someone else. In that moment I found a grotesque 
poetic that seemed to epitomize socialization; the language that we engage with influences 
our perspective. 
在路上 (On the Road), acrylic & oil on wood, 60 cm diameter, 2019 
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 The inspiration to fuse mouths onto peaches may have had multiple triggers. Perhaps, 
it was in the language, you are such a peach, or in the culture, the magical peach orchards in 
China; or maybe it was because of their fuzzy unique skins and asses. Regardless, in my 
mind, mouthed peaches became “single-celled” humans. The mouths could serve as a 
component to uniquely individuate the peaches, while the relatively simple shape of the 
peaches facilitated their insertion into more complex scenario’s and metaphors. As objects 
that could be easily imagined in rendered space, the peach allowed me to move away from 
the flatness of the grid. Moreover, considering more the formative impact of conversation and 
social networks on identity, I began to consider portraiture in the context of socialization; 
heads were reimagined as piles or networks of peaches, amalgamations of accumulated 
disparate social exchanges. As I continue with the peaches the more acute their personalities 
become, the more their ecology emerges and their world expands; sparrows, butterflies, bees, 
landscapes. 
 It was my personal experiences of socialization in multiple cultures that turned my 
contemplative gaze towards the process of identity formation, socialization. This in turn made 
me aware of the social and psychological physics that language exerts on us and the power of 
mouths, our primary tool of communication. This journey of processing the phenomenon of 
socialization resulted in a body of work that focused on mouthed peaches and portraiture.  
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IV. Triple-Consciousness, Transnationalism, Code-switching and Wittgenstein  
 The term double-consciousness was coined by W.E.B. Du Bois to denote the 
bifurcation of Black identity in United States. Double-consciousness is the internal 
conundrum of negotiating the conflicting views of being American and Black in America, 
where the former propagated a negative view of the latter and the latter had to independently 
re-buttress one’s self-image. Following Du Bois’ terminology, the concept of triple-
consciousness was introduced by Miriam Jimenez Roman and Juan Flores to express the 
“three-ness” (Latino, Negro, American) of Afro-latinos in America. “…Afro-Latin@s are 
thus typically pulled in various directions at once, and they share a complex, 
multidimensional optic of contemporary society.”  For my particular position, triple-10
consciousness is my awareness of and socialization in three different cultures and the 
multiple gazes this conditioning affords me.  This consciousness arose from extensive life 
experience in multiple communities, (Afro-latino, Chinese and White). Hence, for me triple-
consciousness is equivalent to transnationalism. As Jiménez and Flores put it: 
The nature of transnationalism involves the different sorts of relations (familial, 
economic, social, religious, and political) that people create and that go beyond 
physical and political borders. According to Vertovec (2001) transnationalism and 
identity are intertwined concepts, “the identities are negotiated within social domains 
that span more than one place” (p. 573). Nevertheless, considering that transnationals 
are a product of a dual [triple] life journey (which implies receiving constant input 
from two [three] different cultures), the concepts such as culture, or linguistic 
behavior are not clearly delimited. Hence, the identity adopted by individuals with 
specific migration experiences and conditions might not be common in every case. 
Since transnationals are continuously dealing with the before-mentioned dual [tri-] 
culture, the idea of “negotiation” has a fundamental role in allowing individuals to 
adapt and construct their own identity according to the situation in which they are 
 Román Miriam Jiménez, and Juan Flores. The Afro-Latin@ Reader: History and Culture in the United States. 10
Durham: Duke University Press, 2010.
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performing. …transnationalism grants individuals opportunities to evolve and 
transform their self-concept…   11
 This cultural negotiation allows transnationals to become more aware of the 
construction of their self-identity. However, this negotiation does not equate to forgetting or 
jettisoning cultural knowledge. Rather, these negotiations nurture the ability for “individuals 
to adapt.” Transnationals have not forgotten what they know, but instead become more self-
determining in what they culturally demonstrate or socially express. Empirical evidence 
analyzing simultaneous language awareness in multi-lingual speakers can shed light on this 
negotiating phenomenon. Michael Spivey and Mirian Viorica write that: 
…bilingual listeners do not appear to be able to deactivate the irrelevant mental 
lexicon when in a monolingual situation…. Spoken language automatically activates 
both mental lexicons in parallel, but activates one of them only partially because the 
mapping has only a partial match…. In general, our findings are consistent with 
parallel, interactive accounts of spoken language comprehension that allow multiple 
sources of information to influence the word recognition process.  12
A good analogy would be a Jazz trio. When one musician plays a solo, the other two players 
step back to accompany the soloist, however, everyone continues to play. Moreover, this 
analogy can be applied for both the expression and reception of ideas. Specifically, with 
language it is my belief that this partial lexical activation is due in part to coincidental 
phonetic / homonym overlap, i.e. similar sounds in different languages. For example, 
Guaguanco, a sub-genre of Cuban Rhumba, can be phonetically replicated in Mandarin, 
perhaps as 挂关口 (gua-guan-kou), which nonsensically means “hang the customs port”. 
Another example is 那个 (na ge), meaning “that”, which when spoken in Mandarin is often a 
 Irasema. “The Role of Language in the Identity Formation of Transnational EFL Teachers.” How. Asociación 11
Colombiana de Profesores de Inglés. Accessed April 27, 2020. http://www.scielo.org.co/scielo.php?
script=sci_arttext&pid=S0120-59272018000200011.
 Spivey, Michael J., and Viorica Marian. "Cross Talk between Native and Second Languages: Partial 12
Activation of an Irrelevant Lexicon." Psychological Science 10, no. 3 (1999): 281-84. Accessed April 27, 2020. 
www.jstor.org/stable/40063426.
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filler word like “um, um”. However, the word also dubiously sounds like “nigga”. Though 
these previous examples are all linguistic phenomenon, it is also my belief that this 
simultaneous activation of “meaning systems” includes physical objects as well, as objects in 
themselves are signs that can trigger linguistic significations. One such example are the cheap 
plastic plaid laundry bags found in NYC, which are associated with migrant worker luggage 
in China and which, I have recently learned, are referred to as “refugee bags” in Russian or  
“Ghana go” bags in Nigeria. In a mono-cultural setting, transnationals cannot “turn-off” their 
multicultural awareness. They are constantly aware of cultural, linguistic and meaning 
discrepancies. Therefore, to function in culturally different situations transnationals often 
resort to code-switching. 
 Code-switching (CS) is a prevalent action studied in many fields. I am particularly 
interested in CS in linguistics, social-linguistics and social psychology. In linguistics, CS is 
when a speaker switches between two or more languages in a single conversation. In social-
linguistics, CS “is about a dialogue that spans culture” and when we “hop-scotch between 
different cultural and linguistic spaces and different parts of our own identities.”  One 13
common example is a register shift between slang and standard English in daily 
conversations. A 2007 report on the psychological toll of CS defined cross-cultural CS as 
follows:  
Cross-cultural code-switching is the act of purposefully modifying one’s behavior in 
an an interaction in a foreign setting in order to accommodate different cultural 
norms for appropriate behavior… To switch effectively, individuals must possess 
knowledge of the norms for appropriate behavior in a new culture. They must also 
possess metacognitive ability to diagnose a switching opportunity.  14
 Demby, Gene. “How Code-Switching Explains The World.” NPR, April 8, 2013. https://www.npr.org/13
sections/codeswitch/2013/04/08/176064688/how-code-switching-explains-the-world.
 Molinsky, Andrew. "Cross-Cultural Code-Switching: The Psychological Challenges of Adapting Behavior in 14
Foreign Cultural Interactions." The Academy of Management Review 32, no. 2 (2007): 622-40. Accessed April 
26, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/20159318.
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In my particular position, CS can be both intra-cultural and intercultural, in order words, it 
can encompass shifts between both class and countries. Aesthetically, this could manifest as 
bouncing between art historical references such as 1980’s New York graffiti, Dun Huang 
Grottoes and Italian Frescos in a single work. Another example may be shifting methods for 
depicting space, i.e. switching between European illusionistic perspectival space versus 
traditional Chinese methods of vertical positioning and line and contour to suggest space. 
Visually, it could also manifest itself as an affinity to “re-see” visual objects, an ability which 
bilingual seem to be more adept at than monolinguals.   15
 A good example of visual shifts in seeing is Jastrow’s Rabbit-Duck image, which 
Wittgenstein wrote extensively about. Do you see a rabbit or do you see a duck? Or do you 
see both? Can you see both at the same time? 
"Kaninchen und Ente" ("Rabbit and Duck") from the 23 October 1892 issue of Fliegende 
Blätter (Public Domain) 
 Kutas, M., Moreno, E., & Wicha, N. (2009). Code-switching and the brain. In B. Bullock & A. Toribio (Eds.), 15
The Cambridge Handbook of Linguistic Code-switching (Cambridge Handbooks in Language and Linguistics, 
pp. 289-306). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. doi:10.1017/CBO9780511576331.018
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In his writings, Wittgenstein asks us to consider the differences between “seeing” and 
“interpreting”.  Travis Dennison summarized his argument: 
As Wittgenstein puts it, interpreting is an action. When we see the figure one way 
instead of the other, we are not actively producing an interpretation of it, but rather 
our seeing it one way or another is an expression of our visual experience. In more 
specific terms, we become passive observers to the different aspects that the object 
seems to take on as we view it. Therefore, according to Wittgenstein, the way that we 
actually see the image changes in this particular instance, not the way that we 
interpret it.   16
I repeat, the gazed upon image or object has not changed, rather, the way we see changes. In 
my opinion, this is an example of a visual code-switch. 
 In my practice, when possible, I employ similar anomalies. However, unlike 
Wittgenstein I feel no urgency to distinguish between “seeing” and “interpreting” and may in 
fact blur the two processes together. One example is the use of toy soldiers as teeth. By 
standing toy soldiers in “U” formation, painting them white (and at times gold) and 
positioning them where a mouth would normally be, one can draw parallels to teeth. 
However, on further examination the irregular forms of the incisors and molars reveal 
themselves as soldiers. In Wittgenstein’s example of the Rabbit-Duck, though we may shift 
quickly between a hare or a mallard, we cannot see both simultaneously; we need to see 
anew. These examples, similarly, require the viewer to reregister their gaze. Further still, I am 
interested in the linking several of such visual anomaly. When multiple rabbit-duck, tooth-
soldiers instances collide and converse with each other and other elements, new entry points 
and catalysts for meaning and interpretation are generated.  
 Denneson, Travis J. “Wittgenstein on Seeing (1999).” The Secular Web, 1999, infidels.org/library/16
modern/travis_denneson/seeing.html.
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Tee - Hee aka Goldie Locks (left) and detail (right), mixed medium on wood, 50 x 40 x 30 
cm, 2018   
  
 Triple-consciousness and transnationalism spur on habitual code-switching, wherein 
one jumps between culturally specific significations or registers. Personally, this modus 
operandi has primed my affinity for creating images and objects that visually, conceptually 
and referentially shift. This shifting though present in all my works is most pronounced in my 
sculptural works. When creating sculptural objects, I rely heavily on readymade objects. 
Readymades have their function in the world, which is utilitarian, a shoe, a sponge, a toy, etc. 
In my assemblages, I wish to transform the materials enough to suggest a novel form, without 
losing their original utilitarian identity. In this way, the material can shift between registers; it 
is both the ready-made and the manipulated form. It is both the shoe and the face, both the 
sponge and the hair, both a toy and a mouth. In this manner, I can employ the associated 
schemata of the ready-mades to “accompany” the forms.   
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V. Audience and Accessibility  
 While I have thought through how and why people leap between thoughts, codes, and 
languages, I am aware that my audience may not have. Current global estimates for 
monolinguals is about 40% and bilingual estimates range between 43% to 50%. Trilingual’s 
are estimated to account for a little over 10% of the populace and those who speak four 
languages or more are even more rare.   Of those 10% to 17% of people who speak three 17 18
languages or more, how many speak English, Mandarin and Spanish? How many are 
interested in art? Further, how many are looking at my art? If my practice is so influenced by 
language, would not my work be more accessible if my audience spoke the same languages 
as me?  
 Let’s return to Jastrow’s Duck-Rabbit image and Wittgenstein’s writings on aspect 
blindness / meaning blindness. Now, let’s imagine a world where rabbits exist, however, no 
ducks exist. If we were to show the same duck-rabbit image to a person from this planet, they 
would never see the duck, they would be blind to that quality of the image or aspect. The 
reason being that ducks do not exist in their world; therefore, their culture or language has no 
words or concepts of ducks. Though to us, who come from a world with both ducks and 
rabbits, we see both aspects, they would not. They would only see a simple rabbit. This is 
what Wittgenstein means by aspect blindness. Subsequently, meaning blindness is what 
results; if you don’t see it, you won’t get it. Instead of experiencing the gestalt shift that we 
experience, re-seeing the image change between duck and rabbit, they would only be aware 
 Azevedo, Catarina M. “What Is the Percentage of Bilingual People in the World?” ResearchGate, February 17
25, 2016. https://www.researchgate.net/post/What_is_the_percentage_of_bilingual_people_in_the_world.
 Grosjean, François. “Bilingualism's Best Kept Secret.” Psychology Today. Sussex Publishers, November 1, 18
2010. https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/life-bilingual/201011/bilingualisms-best-kept-secret.
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of the rabbit. Not only do they not see the duck, but they are also oblivious to point of the 
image, the gestalt shift.   19
 This phenomenon of aspect blindness and meaning blindness may also occur when 
we observe things from cultures or languages to which we have no access. At best, we may 
see the word, image or object, recognize their presence and become aware of our own 
ignorance. At worst we simply do not see them, these aspects and meanings just do not exist 
in one’s perception. If my studio process employs habitual code switching, i.e. jumping 
between cultures, languages and registers, it is highly probable that many who engage my 
work may be blind to some of the artwork’s aspects and meanings. This is something that I 
have experienced in many critiques at Hunter. At first, I was perplexed as to why people did 
not engage the work in the ways I expected. Only after repeated exchanges, did I begin to 
realize the possibility of aspect blindness. The most acute memory of this was a studio visit 
with Julie Heffernan, the master painter and art professor. When she first viewed my silvered 
mouthed paintings (image: The Wall #2), it was only after pointing out the faces, did the 
interlocking faces first appear to her. The same was true for a studio visit with the art 
historian and writer, Joachim Pissarro who upon switching gestalts audibly ah-ed. These are 
masters in their respective fields yet both required nudges to be able to register the shift. 
Fortunately, faces exist in our worlds, so with the slightest of pointing they were able to 
perceive this aspect. However, there are times when such pointing or pushing are fruitless 
efforts. The most common example of this is referencing Chinese puns. “Wittgenstein says 
 “Wittgenstein on Seeing (1999).” The Secular Web. Accessed April 30, 2020. https://infidels.org/library/19
modern/travis_denneson/seeing.html.
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that a person unable to experience the ambiguity of the words involved in a pun would be 
meaning blind.”  20
 
糟⽣Vecina #1(left) and 糟⽣Vecina #2 (right), mixed medium on wood, 40 x 50 x 23 cm 
each, 2019  
  
 A documented example of such a pun is included in my assemblage Vecina #1. Her 
cheeks are dried dates, peanuts, longans and lotus seeds encased in resin. Perhaps for you, 
coupling these four foods (if even familiar with them) may be an odd grouping. However, a 
common folk practice at Chinese weddings is to serve dates, peanuts, longans and lotus seeds 
as a blessing, 早生贵子 or bare precious children soon. The blessing is based on a pun 
between the names of the four foods and the good tiding. Any non-Chinese speaker would 
understandably not have access to this very culturally specific information; however, it is still 
 Nachtomy, Ohad, and Andreas Blank. "Wittgenstein on Aspect Blindness and Meaning Blindness." Iyyun: 20
The Jerusalem Philosophical Quarterly / 57-76 :(2015) 64 עיון: רבעון פילוסופי. Accessed April 30, 2020. 
www.jstor.org/stable/24307947.
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present. This again is an aspect that even after this very transparent explanation, can never be 
fully translated, as we do not have any parallel practices in the US. However, had it been 
noticed, we may then “see” an echo between the pun of the cheeks and the baby shoe within 
the adult female heel, another allusion to pregnancy and birth. While an American audience 
will likely recognize the face, they may believe the materials to be arbitrary or simply 
stylistic choices; a Chinese viewer may instead see very direct material references to a house-
hold, kitchen and class.  
 I paired this piece with another very similar assemblage. I imagined them as two 
neighbor housewives borrowing some sugar and chatting (Vecina means female neighbor in 
Spanish). Such moments of inaccessibility are not unique to these two works, but are 
sprinkled throughout all my works. Once aware, how does someone manage audience aspect 
blindness? Make audience specific work? Mega-corporations such as McDonald’s often, to 
varying degrees, tailor their menus to their regional locations, i.e. the local sausage flavored 
Boerie burger in South Africa, the McAloo Tiki in India where neither pork nor beef are 
served, or the lavender colored Taro-Root Pie in China. This would mean separating my 
thoughts and allocating them to specific cultures in hopes of providing greater audience 
accessibility. I simply cannot. I cannot conceive of something more deadly to the creative 
process, than self-consciousness of the process. In response to this, I fall back on the 
guidance of professors: “the point of art is not clear communication… there are better ways 
to communicate” or “students are always trying to make the thing that everyone understands 
— don’t.” Transparency and universal accessibility are not necessarily good for art. In fact, it 
seems like the art I enjoy most leans more towards ambiguity or elusiveness. Further, aspect 
blindness is not limited to audience. Once during a critique of my sculptures, a colleague 
commented on the Japanese word play between flower 花 (hana) and nose 鼻 (hana). In fact, 
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I was interested in the role switch of nose and flowers, i.e. smelling a nose, rather than a nose 
that smells, but I was completely oblivious to the Japanese homonyms. So, my answer to 
aspect blindness is leave it for the Q & A, for the conversations at the openings, for the 
curious, for the talks… When necessary throw it in the synopsis or artist statement or 
accompanying texts. Regardless, the art object is not the panacea between me and the 
audience. Art objects are the fruits of labor, knowledge of all the fertilizing, watering and 
sunlight are not necessary for discerning its flavor. 
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VI. Repetition and Permutations 
 In many of my paintings there is often one object that is frequently or perhaps 
manically repeated. Most recently the repeated elements have been legs jutting from clouds 
and peaches with mouths. Repetition in my work is an investigation into permutations and 
character-shifts. First, I establish or discover a rubric for why and how the repeated elements 
will function in the work. This rubric serves as the rules for the game or as anchors for the 
series/sub-series. I then try to exhaust the permutations within the conditions set by the 
rubric. With this system I am able to generate works that are related, but unique. I do not wish 
to make twins, but cousins, where each piece is a nuanced individual or a new discovery. For 
example, three peaches in tandem with landscapes as portraits is a rubric for a particular 
peach sub-series. Subsequent permutations allow me to investigate how contrasting 
landscapes can inform the identity of the portrait. How do the emotional responses or visual 
stimulus vary with different pairings? Tropics with arctic? Forrest with jungle? Morning with 
afternoon? I am also interested in the social dynamics of the three peaches, which in this sub-
series could be familial or colleagues. How do the peaches interact with each other? How do 
the peaches interact with the backgrounds? As permutations approach their variation limits 
(or my investment wanes), so does the series approach its end. 
 Another ongoing body of work is that of legs in clouds. The first fully formed images 
of legs jutting out of clouds were mono-chrome monotypes. I was playing with the idea of 
how synecdoche function and stumbled on the thought of a leg in clouds. This seemingly 
non-sensical image imparted a tone that commandeered my attention. At the beginning the 
pairing was more about a mood. The juxtaposition of a leg against an expansive cloudscape, 
for me, effected a lack of agency in the face of vast space all with a YOLO attitude, 
suggested by the gestures of the marks. Originally, the vistas were not as populated with legs. 
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With further permutations, individualization of each leg was primarily formal; turning the 
feet, rendering different angles and postures. Later on, as I began introducing generic flesh 
tones, race and the potential of hierarchies entered. As a result, I wanted to find a way to 
undermine hierarchies. This led me to compose a suite of works that could work in a shifting 
sequence. I connected the paintings so that they could work sequentially, but in the round. So 
if three paintings were hung together they could work as A, B, C or C, A, B or B, C, A. This 
way there would be no first or last.  
 The introduction of race has also further politicized most compositional decisions; 
groupings, relative distances, scale shifts seem to suggest power dynamics. What does it 
mean when the highest leg is this color or the largest leg is that color? Why are all those legs 
together? Why are there so few of that color? With further color specificity, I also have began 
to become more aware of the ambiguity of skin tones are racial markers. Are all the brown 
legs black people? Are all the light skinned legs Caucasian? What’s too dark or too light to be 
considered Asian? Would a black high yellow be seen as Asian? There are enough unresolved 
questions and new questions still percolating that make continuing the body of work a 
worthwhile pursuit for me. While the tri-peach portraits may last a season, this series which 
precedes the peaches may sporadically continue for years.  
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Triumphant Suite rotation 1, 2 and 3, oil on canvas, 120 x 180 cm each, 2020 
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VII. The Grotesque, Horror and … 
 As I am someone moving in-between cultures, I found it quite fitting that the 
European Comparative Literature PhD. and author of Rethinking the Concept of the 
Grotesque (Crashaw, Baudelaire, Magritte) is Taiwanese. In this book, Shun-Liang Chao 
surveys, analyzes and re-calibrates the definition of the grotesque. In his introduction he 
summarizes his definition for the grotesque: 
…the grotesque is a corporeal, or flesh-made, metaphor which produces within itself 
(and within the reader/viewer’s response) intellectual uncertainty, emotional 
disharmony, and hermeneutic indeterminacy. It is fair to say, then, that the grotesque 
mode of ‘both-and’, the physically in-between, makes a kind of metaphor that shows 
the invasion of the literal (nonsense) into the figurative (sense), of concrete 
discordance into conceptual similitude; as such, the signifying process proceeds by 
differentiation rather than by unification.  21
According to Chao, the broken or fragmented body is at the center of the grotesque. The 
grotesque is physical, i.e. directly related to form. Moreover, the overt illogical propositions 
of the grotesque body “transition[s]… metonymy into metaphor.”  Further, the grotesque is 22
an amalgamation of parts, that despite their ability to ‘flow’ into one another remain 
identifiably disparate and un-unified.  
As a body composed of heterogeneous semiotic fragments, the grotesque, to use 
Lacan’s words, destroys the imaginary gestalt of the body formed in the ‘mirror 
phase’ — the matrix of any sense of unity, identity, or wholeness — and opens up a 
void in the symbolic use of language to transmit meanings or to name things. That is 
to say, the grotesque exposes us to the experience of the real, which emerges ‘in 
whatever concerns the radical nature of loss at the center of words, being and 
body’.  23
 Chao, Shun-liang. (2010). Rethinking the Concept of the Grotesque Crashaw, Baudelaire, Magritte. 21
Introduction p.14
 ibid, Chapter 2, Part 422
 ibid, Introduction p.1723
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It is to no surprise that my own fragmented position(s) in the world — in-equivalence of 
language/thought, triple-consciousness, code-shifting, etc. — has led me to the grotesque. 
Yet, now in this time in human history when technology and communication enhance our 
connectivity and heightens our awareness of the simultaneous dissonance of human 
existence, I also believe that we as a species are in the age of the grotesque—an age of 
temporal, cultural, linguistic remixes and mash-ups. 
 Throughout his book, Chao continues to tighten his definition and elaborate on the 
nuances of the grotesque. In his research and analysis, I have found numerous explanations 
and concepts that parallel many of my own practices. There is no doubt that fearfulness and 
horror are an intrinsic part of the grotesque. Similarly, as I readily employ dismembered parts 
of the body (mouths, legs) and fragmented bodies, there is an undeniable fear factor to my 
work as well. However, as Chao explains the grotesque is not limited to a single feeling.  
The grotesque, I repeat, is the (con)fusion of (bio)logical categories that carries 
within itself two emotional poles; whilst one of them prevails, the other, still present, 
retreats into the background.  24
In his writing Chao discusses numerous examples of juxtapositions between beauty, 
playfulness and humor with the horrible and fearful. For the grotesque, horror can either be in 
the foreground or background. In recent years, I prefer to foreground beauty, playfulness or 
humor. Further, humor, in particular, has been becoming more prominent.  
… the grotesque can serve as vehicle for generating humor, because both the 
grotesque and humor transgress conceptual categories to lead to ‘conceptual 
anomaly’.  25
 Chao, Shun-liang. (2010). Rethinking the Concept of the Grotesque Crashaw, Baudelaire, Magritte. Chapter 24
5, Part 1
 ibid, Introduction p.725
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As investigating permutations is fundamental to the play of my practice, discovering 
anomalies is a desired result and humor a welcomed affect. With confidence, I can now claim 
to be an artist of the grotesque. In words, this claim seems trite, but experientially, this 
awareness has unified my practice. Finding an art historical lineage has been the greatest 
lesson of my master’s degree. 
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VIII. Contemporary Materiality 
 With regards to my use of materials, prior to my studies at Hunter I primarily used 
traditional painting and drawing materials (oils, acrylics, ink, charcoal and graphite on 
canvas, wood or paper). Now as I approach the end of my time at Hunter, I have become a 
voracious materialist; it seems that everything, inorganic and organic, has potential for 
becoming ‘plastic’. This fundamental change to my practice has reaffirmed my commitment 
to object making / artes plásticas. Further this change was triggered by the robust education 
and contemporary art vigilance that I found at Hunter. During my 15-year hiatus from 
America prior to Hunter, my art historical education did not extend far beyond art history 101 
from the early 2000s.  As I examined (binged) contemporary art, I became more aware of the 
objects that resonated with me and began to consider the material cadence of the artists who 
spoke to me. Artists such as Jeffrey Sonhouse, brut collage with fine painting, Trenton Doyle 
Hancock, world building, Nick Cave, poetic ‘shazam’ of folk art, and Nari Ward, material 
specificity of conceptual dialogue. These artists pushed my material and conceptual 
boundaries and became my measuring sticks for excellence. While much of this paper 
discusses my theoretical interests, the aforementioned artists have guided the ‘plastic’ of my 




(if you are interested) 
leads to discovery 
Williams Carlos Williams, Paterson, IV   26 27
 At the center of my practice, whether concrete or conceptual, there is dissonance. 
From the fundamental baseline of cognition, on to identity, social functions, audience and 
craft, I experience rupture. Consequently, this omnipresent fragmentation had impeded the 
unification of my practice, until I found parallels in Shun-Liang Chao’s revised rubric of the 
grotesque. Subsequently, this resolution crystallized my artistic practice wherein I have found 
new materialistic vigor and contemporary dialogue. As I move forward, I am better equipped 
to navigate the American, Afro-Latino and Chinese cultural X,Y, Z axis in the revelatory 
search of art-object alchemy. These defining transformations could have only occurred in 
New York City and under the auspices of Hunter College’s MFA program for which I have 
great gratitude.  
Thank you for your time and attention. 
 William Carlos Williams, Paterson, New York: New Directions, 1963, p. 17426
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Image no. 11: Miguel Payano, Self-assured aka D-Train from Brooklyn, mixed media 
sculpture, 17“ x 20” x 11” inches, 2020 
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Image no. 13: Miguel Payano, Day Trader, Oil and currency on canvas,  
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Image no. 14: Miguel Payano, Hands Up, Oil on canvas, 28” x 20” 1/4  inches, 2020 
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Image no. 15: Miguel Payano, Summer Heat, Oil on canvas, 28” x 20” 1/4  inches, 2020 
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Image no. 16: Miguel Payano, Gravity, Mixed media sculpture, 17“ x 20” x 11” inches, 2020 
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Image no. 21: Miguel Payano, Sugar High, Mixed media sculpture, 29” x 15” x 11” inches, 
2020 
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Image no. 22: Miguel Payano, Pachequito con Periquito, mixed media sculpture, 25“ x 17” x 
11” inches, 2020 
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Image no. 23: Miguel Payano, Cafe Bombing: Grandpa and Grandson, Acrylic and mixed 
medium on canvas, 19” x 17” x 5” inches (each), 2020 
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Image no. 24: Miguel Payano, Triumphant Suite: Landing, Oil on linen, 120 x 180 cm, 2020 
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Image no. 25: Miguel Payano, Triumphant Suite: Boom, Oil on linen, 120 x 180 cm, 2020 
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Image no. 26: Miguel Payano, Triumphant Suite: Traffic, Oil on linen, 120 x 180 cm, 2020 
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Image no. 27: Miguel Payano, Left, mixed media sculpture, 17“ x 20” x 11” inches, 2020 
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Image no. 28: Miguel Payano, Right, mixed media sculpture, 17“ x 20” x 11” inches, 2020 
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